
Specifying Acoustics never Felt better. 
Bringing our legendary innovation, attention to detail, speed, service, and value to PET felt.

At first glance it might look like a standard box baffle but upon closer inspection you would have to be 
drinking some of Kentucky’s finest to think that! Jimmy Beams are different in two major ways. First, the 
totally redesigned construction method, allowing for flush, flat butt-ends. Second, you will find a unique, 
hardware-less system that gives you the ability to connect them together, end-to-end, giving you the 
ability to seamlessly span large spaces, giving you a true beam look.

Jimmy Beam

Felt Baffle



Jimmy Beam

Fast Ship: 4 weeks
Standard: 10 weeks

Product Name

Lead Times

100% Polyester (PET) with a minimum of 60% recycled content

9mm

Content

Thickness

3”x8” or 4”x6”

47.5”, 71.5”, 59.5” and 95.5”

Width & Height

Length

.50/lbs per sq ft

Exposed felt

Weight

Edge Options

ASTM C423-17: NRC = 1.00

Product made from Class A PET felt material tested under ASTM-84

Sound Performance

Fire Performance

Sonus Felt uses an industry standard felting process. Slight and 
consistent variations in color and “heathering” should be expected 
when using this sustainable material. Slight imperfections are within 
normal manufacturing tolerance and not visible in standard 
installations.

Variations

Vacuum to remove any loose dirt or dust. You may use a soft or plastic 
bristle brush to loosen it. Avoid excess pressure. Compressed air can 
also be used to dust the material in difficult or large installations. If 
stains are present, you may saturate a lint-free cloth with a mild 
detergent or soap and water solution. 

10 years

Maintenance

Warranty

Per Baffle, minimum order quantity: 4Unit of Sale

Specifications

Low VOC emissions, formaldehyde and phenol-free. Red List free.Environmental

Price

Snap the QR Code or visit sonusna.com 
to see pricing.

Sonus is the only manufacturer to have
published universal pricing because:
1) We got nothing to hide.
2) We are here for you.



Construction & Hardware

Cable Gripper to Unistrut

Direct mount to Unistrut with Bolt (male), Washer, and Nut



Colors

Test Results

Freq (Hz) Absorption Coefficiency
160  0.25
250  0.38
500  0.72
800  0.91
1250  1.20
2000 1.36
3150  1.36
NRC 0.92 

The Noise Reduction Coefficiency (NRC) is calculated as 
the arithmetic average of the absorption coefficients in 
the shaded bands only (250, 500, 1250 & 2000 Hz).  

ASTM C 423-17: Type F610 Mounting  using 10 units 
suspended to simulate a typical baffle installation in grid. 




